1. AS A HERONAUT DOES

Synthia, Synthia the

path you choose is true.

walking down the roadway with that badge on my chest

Fathers will nod to their

sons And say some-day my son you can be like

Jigs-up!
A fool while still at school and sure his future seemed bleak but

he became a legend only took him a week So Synthia,

Give me an invite and you'll

see what I bring. Right now I'm a loser, a clown but with
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I'd be more than happy to do as a heronaut does. 

If I'm chosen to live a life of glory and fame.

That's enough of a buzz! to get me going so let's get going.
A mission to see what Earth is like I mean for real not in our books.

I've heard the smell you cannot bear unless you stay away from the crowds.

The trees there are kind of like the ones here, well not in age but more in looks.

If I took a specimen back with the wa...
Your head's in the clouds!

I can do is hang tight one more day but

hack-it, the longer I wait the much harder to stay
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I'd be more than happy to do as a heronaut does.

If you want me to kick human ass where do I sign?

That's enough of a buzz to get me going. So let's get going.

Synthia, Synthia we
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raise our eyes to you.

Syn-thi-a,

the path you choose is true.

So come on girl and choose it! Choose it! Choose it! Choose it!

I'm trained in every form of stealth and raid and combat there is
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Since I could walk I could run.
En-gi-neered to be arch-typal
he-ro-naut.
All a-cross the pla-net they are look-ing to me. But
I can on-ly guess what they ex-pect me to be so Syn-thi-a,
Syn-thi-a

How can you not see my
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Let's hope once granted it it will have been worth

I am more than

I'm con-

to get me go -
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ing so let's get go-ing.
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Syn-thi-a,

we raise our eyes to

you.

Syn-thi-a,

Long a go pu Syn-thi a
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Synthia the path you choose is true.

The humans, they made you but cared for you not. The

Humans betrayed you and left you to rot. But
now our Creator, you rule a better place. Talk to us, Synthia,

We'll listen, Synthia. The

humans, they made you but cared for you not. The

I'd be more than happy to do as a heronaut does.

Synthia, Synthia raise our eyes to you.
Humans betrayed you and left you to
I'd climb mountains single-handed and higher because

but now our Creator, you
I'd be filled with that buzz that gets me going So let's get
rule a better place. Talk to us going.
We'd be filled with that buzz that gets us going.

mat when you do L.H.
Synthia Synthia

We'll listen Synthia

so let's get going Synthia

we're always here for you Synthia
Humans, they made you but

I'd be more than happy to do as a

Humans, we

Cared for you not. The humans

Heronaut does.

I'd climb mountains
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single-handed and higher because I'd be filled with that buzz

Synthia, the path you choose is true.

that gets me going. So let's get going.

Synthia, Synthia no matter what you
We'd be filled with that buzz that gets us going so let's get do Synthia Synthia as we're going.
always here for...
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